The partial differential equation for heat diffusion on a closed manifold M is approximately controllable by a single distributed controller, under generic conditions. But we also give examples, where M is a torus surface, for which no finite number of scalar controllers suffice.
(*) -=Agw + f-u(t).
Here Ag is the Laplace-Beltrami operator for the metric tensor g, and we choose u(t) £ Lxxoc(0, oo; R) as the scalar control function. We are interested in the approximate controllability of (*) ; see [3] . We assert that the set C = {(g, f) £ S? x. &~\(*) is approximately controllable in L2(M, R), and in arbitrarily short durations} is residual (and hence dense) in 3? x ¡? . We paraphrase this assertion in the Theorem. Generic heat diffusion is scalar controllable.
Proof. Define &s = {g £%?\Ag has only simple eigenvalues}, and note that %?s is residual in & ; see [4] . Now consider the set Z = {(g, f) £ & x SF\g £ % and / has all nonzero Fourier coefficients for the eigenbasis of A^} . Suppose that Z is of first category in the Baire space 3? xSF. In this case [2, §22V] , there exists some go £ &s such that Z n &~gü is of first category in the "vertical section" ^Sa = (go) x & c 9 x y. This is a contradiction since the set {/ £ y |/ has all nonzero Fourier coefficients for a prescribed orthonormal basis in L2(M, R)} is clearly residual in &. Hence Z must be residual. But C D Z , see [1, 3] , so C is also residual in %? x &. D Similar results hold for the case where M is a region in some ambient manifold, where M is compact and Dirichlet conditions apply on the smooth boundary d M-and, for more general linear parabolic systems.
Example. Consider the heat-diffusion distributed parameter control system dw d w dw -gj-= -g^f + -Q-2 +fi(x, y)ui(t) + ---+fm(x, y)um(t) for t > 0 on a locally flat torus surface T2 defined by the translations of the Euclidean (x, y)-plane x^x + 2na, x^x fixed real a > 0, £> 0.
y^y, y^y + 2nß,
Here the m functions f(x,y) £ L2(T2) and the scalar controllers uj(t) £ LXoc(0, oo; R) (for j = 1, ... , m) are as before. A necessary condition for the approximate controllability of this system is that each eigenspace Ei of the Laplacian has a dimension < m ; see [3] . We assume that a/ß -p/q is a rational number (here p, q are positive integers), and show that sup dim Ex = oo.
Take positive integers a\, b\ so that the number (a\ )2 + (b\ )2 can be written as the sum of two integral squares in more than m distinct ways. 
